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Abstract

PointDrive: A Point-based Self-driving Policy

Jierui Lin, MSCS

The University of Texas at Austin, 2022

Supervisor: Philipp Krähenbühl

Vision-based urban driving is hard since the image representation learned solely
from action supervision cannot generalize well to new scenarios. Is there a better
representation of the traffic scenarios? We propose PointDrive, a simple driving
policy conditioned on feature vectors of nearby agents. With semantic points rep-
resentation, we can perform realistic and efficient data augmentations to alleviate
distributional shift. Also, this point representation is easy to get from existing com-
puter vision algorithms. Experiments show that PointDrive substantially outper-
forms other offline methods on the CARLA benchmark. Furthermore, we perform
extensive ablation studies and show that the current bottleneck of our system is
in the perception module, suggesting better model design or learning algorithm is
needed to produce a robust vision model for autonomous driving.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Self-driving has the potential to reduce accidents, enable the mobility-impaired
and reduce emission. However, the technical challenge remains unsolved after
decades of research from the first project ALVINN [31], to the recent explosion of
self-driving companies. In this thesis, we propose a self-driving system that decou-
ples perception from action in learning vision-based driving policy from cameras.

End-to-end driving, especially from monocular cameras, is hard. It needs to
perceive the static lanes information, and dynamic agents, such as vehicles and
pedestrians to predict their potential interactions and output actions that satisfy
all the traffic rules and users’ subtle driving styles. It is unreasonable to expect
a deep network to learn all of them with only action supervision [8]. More im-
portantly, even if end-to-end learning solves autonomous driving, it is not likely
to commercialize since a crucial requirement for bringing self-driving cars to the
market is the ability to reproduce and explain its own decisions, especially mis-
takes that lead to traffic accidents. Such a regulation by NHTSA makes end-to-end
designs not realistic because of the credit assignment problem: it’s hard to disen-
tangle the perception error from the control’s fault.

On the other hand, a modular approach that decouples perception from action
makes training much easier, but the design choices of what high-level representa-
tion to use still matters a lot. The most popular representation is a rasterized map
with drivable areas, traffic lights, vehicles and pedestrians rendered in a bird’s eye
view [6; 29; 7]. Such scene context information is often encoded with ConvNets,
which have limited receptive fields and fail to reason about global interactions be-
tween agents. Recently, VectorNet [15] pioneers to use vectorized representation
to encode the scene context and use GNNs to model the interactions among traffic
participants. However, they require hierarchical information processing and is in-
efficient to deploy on real cars. We take a minimalist approach to represent objects
as their center points with other informative features. Then, a point encoder is ap-
plied to encode the scene before feeding into the action module. The whole system
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is computationally efficient and can be parallelized easily with modern GPUs.
With our modular design, different modules can be trained with different data

distributions, which improves data efficiency and generalizability. Perception mod-
ule needs to be robust to different weather, lighting and road conditions. And such
data can be easily collected without requiring expert driver or special maneuvers.
On the other hand, action module needs to reason about challenging scenarios and
learns to recover from its own mistakes. However, collecting such data is expen-
sive since the real-world driving data contains very few interesting cases and thus,
it is not a scalable way to increase our model performance with increasingly more
fleets of cars. Interestingly, our point-based representation enables many kinds of
data augmentations for free. For instance, we can simulate any heading directions
of the ego vehicle by performing a matrix transformation on the points (author?)
[4]. This enables our driving policy to know how to recover from mistakes without
requiring dangerous expert maneuvers.

Besides the benefits in training self-driving agents, our modular design also
makes extensive offline testing possible. Many previous work reported that offline
metrics, such as offline prediction error, are not reliable for autonomous driving
and testing in the real world is the golden standard for its performance [9], which
leads to many safety and budget concerns. Our modular design makes compre-
hensive and meaningful offline testing possible. More specifically, the perception
module is detection and tracking, which have many well-studied evaluation met-
rics. And our point representation of local scenes enables us to exhaustively test
our policy. For example, we can perform grid search over possible vehicle poses
and test whether our policy will react to other traffic entities in a timely manner.
Such evaluations of our perception and policy module can be performed entirely
offline, which will speed up the development cycle dramatically.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold: First, we design a point-based
modular self-driving system that decouples perception from action and achieves
the best performance among offline methods on CARLA urban driving bench-
mark; Second, our choices of high-level scene representation enables many use-
ful data augmentations to cover potential scenarios and alleviate the distributional
shift in autonomous driving; Third, our modular design enables extensive offline
testing, which is crucial for bringing self-driving cars to the real world.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Object detection and tracking

Object detection is one of the most popular research areas in computer vision.
There are three main approaches of object detection: region classification [17; 16],
implicit anchors [35; 25; 26; 34] and keypoint estimation [22; 48; 47].

Object tracking can be divided into two most well-known streams of meth-
ods, tracking-by-detection [3; 23] that first uses an off-the-shelf object detector to
find all objects in each individual frame and then associate those detected objects
across frames and joint detection and tracking [14; 44; 46], which directly performs
tracking on frame sequences with either previous bounding boxes or keypoints as
additional references.

We directly adopt CenterTrack [46] for its simplicity. In our modular driving
pipeline, we only need to track object centers and can use them as a high-level
representation of our observations.

2.2 Road and lane detection

Object detection is useful for locating some objects of interest but are inade-
quate for continuous surfaces like roads. Determining the drivable surface or lane
boundary is critical for self-driving and has been specifically researched. While
drivable surfaces or lane boundaries can be determined through semantic segmen-
tation, many previous methods require understanding of lanes, and how they are
connected through merges and intersections, which remains a challenge from the
perspective of perception [2].

In our pipeline, we represent lanes as points to feed into our policy module.
Thus, we put fewer constraints on lane geometry, reduce the accuracy requirement
in perception and leave the rest of work to our policy module. In our experiments,
we use a basic semantic segmentation network, EfficientNet [1], to segment out the
lanes, which is sufficient for our self-driving cars to navigate.
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2.3 Imitation Learning

Imitation learning is a powerful technique to learn complex decision and con-
trol behaviors from observed expert demonstrations. Compared to reinforcement
learning [28; 37; 38; 18], imitation learning is more data efficient and does not re-
quire exhaustive exploration, which makes it appealing in safety-critical systems,
such as autonomous driving.

We mainly focus on the widely used behavioral cloning paradigm, which di-
rectly learns a mapping from observations to expert actions. Behavioral cloning
usually suffers from distributional shift because small error will compound through
time and finally leads to unfamiliar states not supported by the training data.

Our method builds on the high-level representation from tracking enables many
data augmentations, such as simulating different camera angles [4], counterfactual
data [30], challenging scenarios, almost for free, which is shown to be crucial for
tackling the distributional shift [4; 36] and causal confusion [12] problems com-
monly arised in autonomous driving.

2.4 End-to-End vs. Modular approach in policy learning

Modular policy learning pipelines usually decouple perception from action,
which can easily introduce different inductive biases into different modules. More
specifically, most autonomous driving stacks decompose the pipeline into HD
mapping, localisation, perception, prediction, planning and control [40; 20]. Such
a design enables separation of responsibilities, better interpretability, and parallel
development of different modules.

On the other hand, end-to-end visuomotor policy learning shifts away from
manually defined modules and proposes to learn to control directly from raw ob-
servations. These methods rely on the capability of deep networks that perceptual
capabilities will arise in the model as needed, as a result of training for specific
motor tasks. Although end-to-end visuomotor control has some promising re-
sults on challenging tasks, ranging from video games [27], robot control [24] to au-
tonomous driving [10], it’s been widely shown that learning from a high-level rep-
resentation from a well-designed computer vision system still outperforms them
by a large margin [45; 41; 29].
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Our approach inherits all the advantages of modular design, and by using
carefully-designed data augmentations specifically to our point-based represen-
tation of the world, we will show a huge performance improvement and better
generalization ability across different weathers, cities and time of a day.
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries

3.1 Partially Observed Markov Decision Process

The decision process of an agent can be described by a partially observed Markov
decision process (POMDP) since the sensors such as cameras or LIDARs can only
perceive part of the environment at each time step. A POMDP can be formalized
as a tuple (S,A,T, r,O), where S is the state space of the environment, A is the
action space of the agent, T is the transition probabilities between states with a
given action, r : S×A → R is the reward function and O is the observation space
of the agent. At each time step t, the agent does not access to the underlying true
state st and has to take the action at according to the observation ot.

In imitation learning, we are given a demonstration dataset of observation-
action tuples: {(ot, at)}. They represent expert behaviors, i.e., the trajectories that
achieve high accumulated rewards. However, the reward is not provided in the
imitation learning setup. Instead, the goal of imitation learning is to learn a func-
tion that maps observation histories õt to the expert action at that leads to high
accumulated rewards.

3.2 Behavioral Cloning

Among all the variants of imitation learning, we focus on behavioral cloning
(BC), a straightforward but powerful approach to mimic expert behaviors from a
demonstration dataset D = {(oi, ai)}Ni=1, where N is the number of samples. BC
reduces policy learning to supervised learning by maximizing the log-likelihood
of the action at conditioned on the observation history õt so that the agent can
behave similarly to the expert, i.e.,

θ∗ = argmax
θ

ED[logP (at|õt; θ)]. (3.1)
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Chapter 4

System Design

4.1 State representation

State representation is crucial for learning a good driving policy. Many previ-
ous work [39] chooses to render the HD maps as color-coded attributes and encode
the scene context information with ConvNets, which ignores the structure of the
HD map and suffers from limited receptive size. Recently, VectorNet [15] proposes
to represent the static scene and the dynamic actors as vectors or polylines, which
is more efficient but still suffer from the overhead of hierachical feature encoding
and information exchange in GNNs.

We take the minimalist ideology and propose to represent the local scene, in-
cluding ego vehicle, other vehicles, pedestrians, traffic lights and lanes, as points,
which contains the essential information about an agent/object to decide driving
actions. More specifically, at time step t, every point pti ∈ R6 is defined as

[otx, o
t
y, cos(θ)

t, sin(θ)t, st, id]

, which contains the following attributes: 3D center position (otx, oty), orientation
(cos(θ)t, sin(θ)t), speed (st) and their class label (id). For dynamic agents, such as
vehicles and pedestrians, their speed st is defined as the distance traveled between
two consecutive time steps t− 1 and t.

st =
√
(otx − ot−1

x )2 + (oty − ot−1
y )2

For static agents, their speed st is set to 0 for all time steps t. Since lanes are con-
tinuous, we sample points regularly from them with a resolution of 1m. For traffic
light, we assign different ids to different light states (green, yellow and red) to in-
clude the necessary information to decide whether to throttle or brake. Note that
we do not include vehicle’s and pedestrian’s width and length in our state repre-
sentation because we believe the policy can be conservative by assuming a max-
sized blob around each center point of the traffic participants. Since these points
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Figure 4.1: Comparisons of different scene representations (Figure partly
from [15]). The left and middle figure represent scene as semantic map and vec-
tors respectively. The right figure is our proposed point representation, which uses
center points with different semantics to represent traffic agents.

are simply feature vectors, the state can be expanded to contain more attributes,
such as vehicle color, brand, traffic light remaining time if needed in specific driv-
ing cases.

By representing dynamic agents as point features of their 3D centers and lanes
as multiple regularly sampled points, we avoid the need of learning a polyline fea-
ture for each agent or object as in [15] and can directly model the high-level inter-
actions between different traffic participants, which further speeds up the training
and inference of the driving policy.

4.2 Perception Module

Since our goal is to learn a driving policy from monocular cameras, we need to
infer our state representation from images taken by the camera mounted in front
of the ego vehicle. With the rapid development of detection, tracking and segmen-
tation in Computer Vision, there are many off-the-shelf models to use. Specifically,
we choose CenterTrack [46] for detecting objects/agents, such as vehicles, pedes-
trians and traffic lights. And we use EfficientNet for lane segmentation [1].

Our detection network Fθ takes in the current image I t ∈ RW×H×3, the previ-
ous image I t−k ∈ RW×H×3 and the previous detection results rendered in a class-
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Figure 4.2: Perception module – Our perception module follows CenterTrack [46].
It takes current and previous observations as well as previous track as input and
predicts current object location, orientation and speed (displacement) in pixel co-
ordinates. Then, we project from pixel to world coordinates using known camera
intrinsics and extrinsics.

agnostic heatmap H t−1 ∈ RW×H×1 and predicts the state defined in Section 4.1.
Following [46], we use intense data augmentation to prevent the detector from
overfitting. Our data augmentations include simulating false positive, false neg-
ative and inaccurate detections in previous heatmap H t−1 and sampling previous
image I t−k from k = 1, 2, 3 to prevent the detector from overfitting to the frame
rate.

We directly predict locations as a class-specific heatmap Ŷxyc ∈ RW/α×H/α×C

where C = 5. We use focal loss [25] as shown below.

Lloc =
1

N

∑
xyc


(
1− Ŷxyc

)β
log
(
Ŷxyc

)
if Yxyc = 1

(1− Yxyc)
γ
(
Ŷxyc

)β
log
(
1− Ŷxyc

)
otherwise

(4.1)

where β = 2 and γ = 4 are hyperparameters.
The orientation θ is a single scalar by default. Following [19], we use an 8-scalar

encoding. The 8 scalars are divided into two groups
[
−7π

6
, π
6

]
and

[
−π

6
, 7π

6

]
, each

for an angular bin. Within each bin, 2 of the scalars bi ∈ R2 are used for softmax
classification. And the rest 2 scalars ai ∈ R2 are for the sin and cos value of in-bin
offset.

The classification are trained with softmax and the angular values are trained
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with L1 loss:

Lori =
1

N

N∑
k=1

2∑
i=1

(
softmax

(
b̂i, ci

)
+ ci |âi − ai|

)
(4.2)

where
ci = 1 (θ ∈ Bi)

and
ai = (sin (θ −mi) , cos (θ −mi))

1 is the indicator function and mi is the middle of bin i. We do not include the time
step index (t) on the variables for clarity.

Moreover, we also predict center offset δc, which avoids discretization issues
and tracking offset δt to provide us with agents’ speed. They’re both supervised
with mean square loss to their ground-truth value.

L
δ
(t)
c

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣δ̂
c
(t)
i

−
(
o
(t)
i − int

(
o
(t)
i

))∣∣∣ (4.3)

L
δ
(t)
t

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣δ̂
t
(t)
i

−
(
o
(t−1)
i − o

(t)
i

)∣∣∣ (4.4)

where o(t−1) and o(t) are the low-resolution pixel coordinates of objects at time
step t− 1 and t. We avoid the downsampling factor α for simplicity.

Next, we will discuss our lane segmentation model. Since lanes are continuous,
a key-point based detector may produce overly sparse detections or inconsistent
local geometry. Thus, we use a segmentation model Gϕ to segment out lanes of dif-
ferent directions and the background. Gϕ only takes the current image observation
I t ∈ RW×H×3 as input and is trained with Dice loss:

Llane =
1

N

N∑
i=1

2|X̂i ∩Xi|
|X̂i|+ |Xi|

(4.5)

where X and X̂ are the groud-truth and predicted segmentation map respectively.
The overall loss function is
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Figure 4.3: Policy module – Our policy module acts on detected states and pre-
dicts the driving actions conditioned on navigation commands.

Lp = Lloc + Lori + Lδc + Lδt + Llane (4.6)

4.3 Policy Module

As we represent the local scene as points, a natural choice is to use a permuta-
tion invariant point encoder Hψ to obtain the feature. We use PointNet [33], which
has been shown successful in 3D classification, segmentation and reconstruction.
We directly predict the low-level controls, including steering, throttle and brake
following previous work [10]. Similar to [10], our policy is also conditioned on
navigation commands, such as turn left, go straight, turn right and follow., which
is proved to be useful especially at intersections.

The loss to train our policy is the following:

La =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|âi − ai| (4.7)

Since our policy is built upon the high-level point representation of the scene,
we can easily simulate different traffic scenarios for better training and testing pur-
poses. For example, we can simulate multiple cameras by rotating all the points,
except the ego vehicle point, with simple matrix multiplication. Moreover, we can
add, remove or disturb the points to simulate new scenarios to test the robustness
and generalization ability of our policy. Such low-cost and highly-realistic simula-
tion is crucial to bringing self-driving cars to the real-world as it greatly speedups
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development cycle compared with traditional road testing pipeline.
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Chapter 5

Experiments

5.1 Environment

5.1.1 CARLA

CARLA is a photorealistic urban autonomous driving simulator [13], and is
commonly adopted for closed-loop evaluation [10; 11; 8; 43; 32]. We collect our
own dataset using the autopilot in CARLA, which is about 10 hours of driving.
We evaluate all methods in the CARLA Nocrash benchmark, which has varying
numbers of pedestrians and vehicles in different towns. We pre-define the starting
and ending locations of our ego vehicle as shown in Figure 5.1 for evaluating our
agent. We use %success as our metric, which is the number of episodes that are
fully completed without colliding into other vehicles, pedestrians and lane bound-
aries.

5.1.2 Expert data collection

CARLA provides a hand-engineered autopilot, which have access to the true
state of the simulator. Note that the autopilot is not perfect as it has a success rate
of 85%. So, we immediately terminates an episode if the expert crashes to filter out
bad maneuvers.

We collect our expert data in CARLA [13]. During collecting, 10% expert ac-
tions are perturbed by noise [21] to augment the state. We use three cameras: a
forward-facing one and two lateral cameras facing 30 degrees away towards left
or right [5] to cover a large field of view. Both noise injection and multiple cam-
eras are common data augmentation techniques to alleviate distributional shift in
autonomous driving.

Our dataset is collected in Town01 under 4 different weather conditions: clear
noon, hard rain noon, clear sunset and hard rain sunset.
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Figure 5.1: CARLA Town01 map – Red dots are the pre-defined starting and end
points used to test our agent.

5.2 Implementation Details

5.2.1 Data augmentaion in perception module

At inference time, this tracklet heatmap Ht−k of previous frame can contain
some wrongly localized objects, false negatives and false positives. These errors
are not present in ground-truth tracklets provided during training.

Following [46], we simulate this test-time error during training. First, we sim-
ulate inaccurate detections by locally jittering each tracklet from the prior frame
by adding Gaussian noise to each center. Second, we randomly add false positives
near ground-truth object locations by rendering a spurious noisy peak with prob-
ability 0.1. Third, we simulate false negatives by randomly removing detections
with probability 0.5.

Moreover, similar to [46], we sample the previous frame Ht−k from k = 1, 2, 3

with equal probability during training to prevent the model from overfitting to the
frame rate. And during inference, we only use k = 1 as the previous frame.

Note that we do not perform any image data augmentation for detection since
we believe our collected dataset is diverse enough, containing scenes collected in
different weathers and times of a day.

We follow the default setting in [1] for lane segmentation.
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5.2.2 Coordinate transformation

Given a predicted object (opx, opy) in pixel coordinates, we compute its projection
onto the ground plane (owx , o

w
y , 0) using the camera’s horizontal field of view (fov)

f = w
2 tan(fov/2)

where w is the width of canvas. We project points onto a constant
ground plane z = 0 to avoid depth estimation.

ocy =
f

h/2− opy
zc (5.1)

ocx =
opx − w/2

h/2− opy
zc (5.2)


owx

owy

−
−

 = E


ocx

ocy

−zc

1

 (5.3)

The camera is placed at a height of zc = 1.4 in the vehicle’s reference frame. The
camera faces forward and has a resolution of w × h = 384 × 160 with horizontal
fov = 90◦ and extrinsic matrix E.

Then, we project from global world coordinates to local coordinates in ego ve-
hicle’s frame. Assume ego vehicle is at (ewx , ewy ) with orientation eθ, then[

olx

oly

]
= R

([
owx

owy

]
−

[
ewx

ewy

])
(5.4)

where

R =

[
cos eθ − sin eθ

sin eθ cos eθ

]
(5.5)

5.2.3 Simulate multiple cameras

The expert drives almost perfectly, which lacks data points about recovering
from mistakes. For example, what should I do if I’m oriented 30 degree to the right
of the center lane? If we can augment our dataset with scenarios of different ego
orientations and their corresponding steerings, we can recover from our mistakes
after deployment. As a result, we need to simulate those bad maneuvers to learn
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a robust driving policy.
Our point representation gives us an easy way to simulate those scenarios. We

can simply let eθ = eθ + δθ where δθ is the radiance angle offset of the simulated
camera sensor. And the coordinate transformation in Section 5.2.2 will take care of
the rest.

We can apply the steering physical equation to calculate the corresponding
steering of the new orientation.

δsteer =
6

π
× arctan

δθ × cl

s+ 0.05
(5.6)

where cl is the car’s length and is set to 6.

δsteer = min (δsteer, 0.3) (5.7)

asteer = max (1,min(−1, asteer + δsteer)) (5.8)

5.3 Baselines

CIRLS [9]. Behavioral cloning from the current observation conditioned on
high-level navigation commands, which is shown to perform better than BC with
observation histories [12].

LBC [8]. Learning by cheating decouples perception from action by first learn-
ing a state-based agent and then distills an image agent. It uses online rollout to
bootstrap its performance.

LBC-Offline [8]. Since LBC rolls out the priviliged agent in the environment
to generate additional training data for the image agent. We also compare with a
version without any online rollout.

Autopilot. We use the autopilot in Carla to generate our training data. Though
it is not perfect due to the limitations of a rule-based policy, we treat it as an upper
bound of our method.
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Task Weather CILRS LBC-Offline LBC Autopilot OURS
Empty 87± 1 88± 2 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0
Regular train 83± 0 74± 4 99± 1 99± 1 98± 1
Dense 42± 2 28± 4 95± 2 86± 3 76± 2
Empty 87± 1 91± 3 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0
Regular test 88± 2 71± 5 99± 1 99± 1 85± 2
Dense 70± 3 24± 2 97± 2 83± 6 60± 4

Table 5.1: Success rate of OURS and baselines in training and testing weathers in
CARLA NoCrash benchmark.

5.4 Self-driving peformance

As shown in Table 5.4, our method performs the best among offline meth-
ods, including an end-to-end approach (CIRLS) and a policy distillation approach
(LBC-Offline). CIRLS uses significantly more data (100 hrs driving), but still per-
forms much worse than OURS. LBC-Offline distills an image agent from the se-
mantic map based state agent, which lacks supervising signals to reason about
the image and thus, is hard to learn an accurate low-level control. This demon-
strates the advantage of our scene representation and our modular design of the
self-driving stack.

Compared with an online method (LBC), which uses the state-based agent as
expert during online rollout to supervise the image agent, OURS performs worse,
especially in dense traffic. This suggests that learning from a broader state distri-
bution is crucial for driving. However, online rollout is expensive and not practical
in the real world.

The autopilot, with access to ground-truth state, uses a PID controller to get the
driving actions. There is still a 20% gap between OURS and the autopilot in dense
traffic. We will investigate where does the gap come from in our ablations.

5.5 Perception results

We use the Pascal VOC metrics to evaluate our object detector. Since we repre-
sent the agents by their center points and do not predict their sizes, we heuristically
set a bounding box with height and width equal to 10 pixels around the center. Our
policy network uses a local region of 80m around the ego vehicle, so we evaluate
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Weather AP (vehicles) AP (pedestrians) mAP
train 49.81 18.04 33.92
test 42.33 14.73 28.53

Table 5.2: APs of vehicles and pedestrians in train and test weather.

Distance (m) 10 20 30 40 50
vehicle 4.4 67.31 45.6 33.55 28

pedestrian 2.17 6.95 6.3 24.97 18.74

Table 5.3: APs of vehicles and pedestrians within different distances to the ego
vehicle.

APs within the same region. As shown in Table 5.5, the vehicle AP is 49.81 and the
pedestrian AP is 18.04. The pedestrians are much harder to detect since they are
often in a crowd and are often too small to detect when they are far away from the
ego vehicle.

Since nearby objects are more important to our driving policy, we also evaluate
APs within different distances relative to the ego vehicle, ranging from 10m to
50m. Table 5.5 shows how APs change with the relative distance of the object.
Vehicle detection performance improves when it gets closer to the ego vehicle, but
when it is too close (less than 10m), it becomes hard to detect because the center
points often fall outside the image. Pedestrian detection performance is poor in
close regions. The reason is that in our simulation, it is more likely to spawn more
pedestrians nearby the ego vehicle to make the scenario more challenging and
thus, it is hard for our detector to correctly identify every pedestrian in the crowd.

Moreover, we show some visualizations of the detected agents’ center points
in pixel and world coordinates. The green dot is the ego vehicle. The green and
blue circles are ground-truth vehicles and pedestrians respectively. The light blue
crosses are the detected vehicles while the yellow crosses are the detected pedestri-
ans. These detected agents are also shown in the front-view image with the same
color code. The top two examples show some successful detections of vehicles and
pedestrians, but it is still hard to detect every pedestrian when they are in a crowd.
The bottom example is a common failure case: the vehicle on the opposite lane is
extremely close to the ego vehicle so that its center point is out of the canvas frame
and is not detected. One potential solution is to render a point on the edge of the
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Figure 5.2: Visualizations of our object detector. Solid green dot is the self-driving
car. Green and blue circles are ground-truth vehicles and pedestrians. Blue and
yellow crosses are detected vehicles and pedestrians. The squares in the image are
the detected centers of each object.

canvas and predict an offset vector to handle those extremely close objects, which
we leave for future work.

5.6 Ablations

We perform all of our ablations in the most difficult dense traffic setting. In our
ablations, we hope to answer the following three questions:

1) Which is the bottleneck of our driving pipeline? The perception module
or the policy module?

An advantage of our modular driving system is that we can develop, train and
evaluate each module separately, which greatly speeds up the development cycle
and is a crucial but often ignored factor to bring self-driving cars to the real-world.
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Since OURS still has a 20% gap to the autopilot, we would like to identify the
bottleneck in our system. We simply replace our detection results by the ground-
truth states provided by the simulator and keep the same policy module. We name
this ablation as OURS w/ GT detection.

OURS w/ GT detection performs even better than the hand-engineered autopi-
lot, achieving 96% success rate across different weathers. This demonstrates that
if we have a perfect perception module, a point-based driving policy can be bet-
ter than a hard-coded policy, which again emphasizes the idea that a good scene
representation is important for the performance of a driving model.

2) Does simulating multiple cameras improve driving performance?
Simulating multiple cameras easily and efficiently is an advantage of our point

representation. But, how useful is it? In order to answer this question, we compare
with an ablation OURS w/o multi-view simulation that doesn’t augment the point
representation with simulated camera transformation.

OURS w/o multi-view simulation has a success rate of 5% drop in the training
weather and 8% drop in testing weather.

This is validated by many prior work [4; 10; 11] that data points of different
ego orientations are important. However, since these methods are focused on end-
to-end driving, they need to mount multiple cameras in order to simulate diverse
ego orientations, which increases the hardware cost. In [8], they also simulate
multiple ego orientations in the bird’s-eye view. However, since they represent the
scene as a semantic map, they need to re-render everything from scratch, which is
inefficient and time-consuming.

3) Does a rule-based controller help?
Since our perception module is not perfect and our observation is usually par-

tially observed, we want to take the history observations into account. However,
many previous work [12; 42] reports that adding historical observations hurts the
driving policy’s performance.

Since our driving system is modularized, we can utilize historical observations
in a very simple way. More specifically, we constrain the self-driving car to stop
if a nearby obstacle (vehicle or pedestrian) is detected in any one of the past 10
frames. Thus, our policy is more robust to false negatives of the detector, which is
a more severe problem than false positives in real driving scenarios.
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Figure 5.3: Action of the self-driving car when a front other vehicle is at different
vertical and horizontal offsets.

We compare with an ablation without the controller, namely OURS w/o con-
troller. The performance drops 23% in the training weather and 27% in the testing
weather, validating the importance of temporal information to the policy.

4) Does joint training of the perception and policy module help?
Although we decople the perception and policy module in our design, we can

also train the whole system end-to-end using both object bounding boxes and ex-
pert actions as supervision. However, in practice, we find it difficult to achieve
good driving performance with joint training.

5.7 Offline Evaluation

Since we represent agents as points, we can perform extensive offline evalua-
tion by adding, removing or perturbing the points.

Here, we test the scenario when there is a vehicle in front of the ego vehicle.
Figure 5.7 shows the ego car’s reaction to the other car at different vertical and
horizontal offsets. If we fix the horizontal offset of the front car to 0, we can test the
self-driving car’s reaction to obstacles of varying vertical offset. When the vertical
offset is less than 10m, the self-driving car brakes hard and keep throttling if the
front car is more than 10m ahead of it. On the other hand, if we fix the vertical
offset to 10m, the self-driving car will brake when the horizontal offset is less than
3m.
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Such grid-search style test shows that our self-driving car can react to nearby
agents in time to avoid collision, which is more reliable than the L1 or L2 error
used in prior work [9].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this work, we propose a modular driving system that decouples perception
from action. Our perception module detects and tracks the dynamic agents in
the scene and represents them as points in bird’s-eye view. Our policy directly
takes in those semantic points and predicts the maneuvers at the current time step.
Such a design choice together with our point representation of traffic scene allows
many data augmentations for free, such as multi-view simulation, targeted data
generation and so on. We extensively evaluate our driving pipeline in the most
popular driving benchmark and it achieves state-of-the-art performance compared
with offline imitation methods. Our ablation studies show that the current system
bottleneck is in the perception module and can be further improved with better
model choices or larger training datasets.
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